
USwoman freed after court overturns 20 year sentence
for causing death of her unborn baby
Owen Dyer
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A US woman, Purvi Patel, sentenced last year to 20 years in
prison for using abortion drugs procured on the internet to end
her pregnancy, has been freed after a court sentenced her to time
already served on a lesser charge of neglect of a dependant.
Patel’s trial under Indiana’s feticide laws drew outrage from
women’s groups who argued that state feticide legislation was
never intended to be used against pregnant women, only against
third parties who ended pregnancies through illicit abortions.
Her appearance in court with her hands shackled behind her
back also sparked protest.1

State prosecutors declined to appeal the Indiana Court of
Appeals’ finding that the wording of state law on illegal
abortions proved that legislators “intended for any criminal
liability to be imposed on medical personnel, not women who
perform their own abortions.”
Indiana’s attorney general, Greg Zoeller, said that his staff had
“concluded that further appeal would not be productive and that
resolving the case now will serve the interests of justice.”
Patel, now 35, was arrested in 2013 after presenting herself at
a hospital emergency department, bleeding and holding an
umbilical cord. She had miscarried in a bathroom after taking
abortion drugs purchased online from a Hong Kong pharmacy.
She had feared that her conservative Hindu parents would learn

of her affair with a married man. She left a 25 week old male
fetus in a rubbish skip.
Patel’s case was the first in the US in which prosecutors had
sought to use state feticide laws against a mother and was closely
watched on both sides of the abortion divide as a possible
harbinger of the future. Many states have feticide laws, but in
several cases they were passed with explicit promises that
women would not be targeted for prosecution.
Indiana’s failure to apply the feticide law to pregnant women
caps a summer of reverses for abortion opponents exploring
novel legal tools to restrict the practice. In June, the US Supreme
Court struck down key provisions of Texas abortion clinic
regulations, which ostensibly raised patient safety standards but
which the court found were really intended to drive clinics out
of business by increasing the costs of their overheads.2 Several
other states with Republican legislative majorities had been
preparing similar legislation.

1 Dyer O. Woman is sentenced to 20 years in prison for feticide after death of baby. BMJ
2015;350:h1895. doi:10.1136/bmj.h1895 pmid:25858479.

2 McCarthy M. US Supreme Court strikes down key provisions of restrictive Texas abortion
law. BMJ 2016;353:i3602. doi:10.1136/bmj.i3602 pmid:27353183.
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